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Design of Integrating a Dynamic Load Measuring Device onto a Mechanical 

Cable or Chain System 

 
Overview 

Our sponsor - HATCI - identified an opportunity to conduct force measurements on an application commonly 

used at their facilities. This application includes conducting performance testing on vehicles using chassis 

dynamometers. The vehicle is kept from moving by attaching chains or cables to the chassis while its wheels turn on 

the dyno. Hyundai wanted a reliable method of measuring the force exerted on these chains/cables. Consequently, 

Hyundai tasked our team with the design and development of a load measuring device that can measure dynamic 

forces exerted on these steel chains and cables.  

 

Objectives 
The objective of this design project was to generate and model a device that can accurately measure dynamic 

forces exerted on a generic cable or chain system. The device had to be adaptive to the two different systems and 

measure forces up to that of an average human’s weight. The most challenging aspect of this project was to create a 

device that is very adaptable and convenient to install, yet accurate and precise.  

 

Approach 
● Researched on product application to build strong background on the project 

● Defined and evaluated customer needs to narrow down the scope 

● Created an AHP Matrix to calculate ‘importance to customer %’ per criterion  

● Researched methodologies  

● Finalized design and ordered parts 

● Fabricated prototype and designed code for analysis 

● Conducted prototype testing for experimental validation 

● Discussed results with sponsors and advisor 

● Evaluated future improvements to current design 

 

Outcomes 
Upon completion of final experimental validation for our device, we were 

content to see that the device performed as hypothesised. The final model used for 

testing met all initial customer needs, as most importantly it was adaptable to a 

chain or cable system. The results from experimental validation were fairly accurate 

and precise. Some of the future improvements for the device could include using an 

aluminum alloy instead of stainless steel to reduce the overall weight of the device. 

We could use wider clamps for more stability of the chain or cable.  


